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Abstract—The design of MultiProcessor Systems-on-Chip (MPSoC) emphasizes intellectual-property (IP)-based communication-centric approaches. Therefore, for the optimization of the MPSoC interconnect, the designer must develop traffic models that realistically capture the application behavior as executing on the IP core. In this paper, we introduce a Reactive IP Emulator (RIPE) that enables an effective emulation of the IP-core behavior in multiple environments, including bit- and cycle-true simulation. The RIPE is built as a multithreaded abstract instruction-set processor, and it can generate reactive traffic patterns. We compare the RIPE models with cycle-true functional simulation of complex application behavior (task-synchronization, multitasking, and input/output operations). Our results demonstrate high-accuracy and significant speedups. Furthermore, via a case study, we show the potential use of the RIPE in a design-space-exploration context.

Index Terms—Bus traffic modelling, cycle-true traffic generator, macromodelling, multi-processing, MultiProcessor Systems-on-Chip (MPSoC), network-on-chip, network traffic reproduction, reactive application models, simple instruction set architecture, simulation, systems-on-chip, traffic generator, traffic profiling and trace parsing, traffic shaping.

I. INTRODUCTION

The primary design paradigm for MultiProcessor Systems-on-Chip (MPSoC) is the separation of the communication and computation concerns, as this enables intellectual-property (IP) reuse and shorter design time. In order to improve the overall performance of an MPSoC platform, it is key to evaluate the impact of the interconnection backbone on the application which is being executed. The interconnect can span over a huge variety of architectures and topologies, ranging from traditional shared buses up to packet-switching Networks-on-Chip (NoC) [9], [13]. Therefore, to select and optimize a particular interconnect, the MPSoC designer needs traffic models that are realistic and accurate. A critical problem is that traffic models should capture not only the behavior of the applications but also that of the applications running on top of a stack of hardware and software; this includes the properties which are not easy to reproduce, such as cache behavior and synchronization.

In the presence of concurrent tasks running on multiple processors, the characterization of traffic patterns is not simply a matter of stochastic modeling [10], [19] or trace-based regeneration [21]. For example, an interprocessor synchronization mechanism based on semaphore polling generates different amounts of traffic depending on the relative timing of accesses. This may create traffic spikes and localized congestion of the interconnect but is very hard to predict in advance, impacting the accuracy of the traffic model. A less simplistic way of modeling the MPSoC system is to describe it entirely as a cycle-true model [15], [22]. This yields the most accurate information for performance analysis and subsequent interconnect optimization. However, the implementation time and the simulation speed of such models are clearly a limit to widespread adoption.

For the purposes of the interconnect designer, a valuable tool for exploration and optimization would be a black-box model that, when plugged at the ports of the interconnect, would act like an IP core, injecting realistic traffic with clock-cycle accuracy. A key desired property would be reactivity to the surrounding environment, i.e., the ability to adjust traffic patterns depending on synchronization events, which are associated with the system as a whole, and could not be properly rendered by any traffic-generation device in isolation. An example has been given above with synchronization by semaphore polling: more complex scenarios include system-triggered interrupts. Only a tool featuring such reactivity really allows for meaningful analysis of the interconnect choice and performance. The fundamental problem, however, is how to generate such realistic traffic patterns.

In this paper, we investigate this problem and propose a solution in the form of a Reactive IP Emulator (RIPE) model. RIPE is a tool that can reproduce IP traffic with cycle accuracy. This is done by influencing the type and the timing of the communication transactions based on the current internal state and the synchronization properties of the MPSoC system as a whole. A part of the novelty of our approach is that we use additional and readily available system-level information (such as, for example, the knowledge of the location of semaphore variables in the memory space) to automatically detect synchronization events and respond to them during runtime. These elements allow us to reach the goal of reactivity.

A first aim of this paper is to investigate the requirements for accurate modeling of communication events on MPSoCs. To do so, in Section II, we will present examples of representative...
applications which are impacted by system-level constraints, such as the sharing of interconnect and memory resources. The scope of this paper will then be extended to systems controlled by an operating system (OS). We will study several interesting cases of usage of interrupts to drive system operation; for example, an interrupt sent by a timer to trigger a context switch may cause a noticeable shift in traffic if the new task has different communication needs.

The key principles of RIPE can be rendered in several types of devices, including behavioral modules, programmable simulation devices, and even programmable hardware blocks. In this paper, we explore the second alternative, which provides the maximum flexibility while leaving future embodiments open. Therefore, we specify an abstract RIPE multithreaded instruction set architecture (ISA), and we build a RIPE SystemC simulation device with Open Core Protocol (OCP) 2.0 [4] sockets at its ports. The RIPE model allows for easy programming of sequences of communication transactions interleaved with idle waits and is capable of sensing and responding to system events and properties. Section III will discuss the details of our implementation and show an example RIPE program which models one of the applications introduced in Section II.

The proposed RIPE device can be used in several ways, which will be discussed in depth in Section IV. One possibility (Fig. 1) is to leverage its features to replace existing IP cores; this usage has previously been introduced in [5] and [23]. The idea is to accurately reproduce communication transactions based on prerecorded system traces. As shown in the figure, by swapping away IP cores for RIPE blocks in the reference cycle-true system, subsequent design-space exploration of the interconnect can be performed independently while keeping a very high level of accuracy and speedup simulation up. A validation scheme for this type of flow will be presented in Section V. Section VI will present the resulting experimental data for a range of complex benchmarks, with and without an underlying OS, when compared against the bit- and cycle-true detailed MultiProcessor ARM (MPARM) [22] model.

On the other hand, a RIPE device can also be used (Fig. 2) in the early stages of the design-space exploration, when all IP cores may not yet have been finalized, in order to explore cosimulation effects and see the impact of hardware changes on the software stack. In this scenario, the interconnect designer may want to leverage RIPE as a design tool by handwriting programs to test specific realistic synchronization-intensive scenarios which would be very difficult to study with traditional traffic-generation flows. For example, in Section VII, we will present a case study where the impact on execution time of variable densities of interrupt events can be investigated.

Finally, we will conclude this paper by contrasting our approach to previous research (Section VIII) and provide conclusions and direction for future work (Section IX).

II. APPLICATION REACTIVENESS IN MPSOC ENVIRONMENTS

In MPSOC environments, several different types of system-level communication may occur. We identify three broad categories as follows: 1) processor-initiated communication toward a private resource but across a shared medium; 2) processor-initiated communication toward a shared resource; and 3) system-initiated communication toward a processor, which typically happens by means of interrupts. In particular, the second and third types are examples that illustrate the reactivity of IP cores, a property which must be carefully emulated to accurately model their traffic patterns.

A. Communication With a Private Resource

Let us first consider a simple case of processor-initiated communication toward an exclusively owned slave peripheral but across a shared medium [Fig. 3(a)]. We code a simple application, "matrix," which involves one task per processor, each performing some private computation. No intertask or intercore synchronization is required. However, all tasks compete for access to the same interconnection resource.

In this example, the communication needs of the application are quite easy to model; the result is a simple list of transactions interleaved with computation. The model is made only slightly more complex by the issue of bus congestion, which makes the data-access time unpredictable.

To better understand this issue, please consider the first two master transactions, a write (WR) and a read (RD). The WR transaction can be assumed to be nonblocking for the IP core, which, therefore, simply issues a request and continues its computation. The RD, on the other hand, uses blocking semantics. Therefore, the response has to make its way back to the master and only then can computation resume. The overall latency is also a function of the congestion on the interconnect. Therefore, it is not enough to capture a time-annotated list of transactions, as the timing information depends on the specific interconnect. From the emulation point of view, however, a model can be easily achieved as follows. The latency due to
Fig. 3. Timelines for (a) communication with a private memory (matrix); (b) communication with a shared memory including polling (poll); (c) system-initiated timer interrupt causing a context switch (multi); and (d) system-initiated I/O interrupt causing a driver to respond (IO).

congestion and actual slave response time can be discarded; the only essential points to capture are just the two transactions: the delay between the WR assertion and the RD assertion (which is computation time), and the delay between the RD response (Resp) and the following command. This information makes it possible to emulate the IP core behavior on any given interconnect, even one having very different latency properties.

Similarly, the stalling behavior observed in the next set of instructions (WR-RD) does not need to be explicitly captured in a RIPE model, since, from a processor perspective, it simply appears to be part of the slave response time.

Requirement #1: This observation leads to the concept of “time-shifting” behavior: consecutive transactions are tied to each other and are issued at times which are a function of the delay elapsed before receiving responses to previous transactions. For emulation purposes, only the length of the computation periods (which can be modeled by idle waits) and the transaction types are needed.

Modeling requirements of this simple category of traffic can be predicted or inferred given an algorithmic specification. In [10] and [31], such an inference is drawn to test the interconnect. However, these models do not hold for more complex traffic types, as those that will be shown in the following paragraphs, unless extremely detailed models of the underlying hardware and software are provided. This includes cache-replacement policies, simultaneous tracking of each processor state, etc.

B. Communication With a Shared Resource

In the simplest synchronization case, one or more processors competing for a shared resource may poll a semaphore to gain resource access. As an example, let us consider a multimedia application called “poll” [Fig. 3(b)]. For this case, we map a single task onto each IP core. Tasks are programmed to communicate with each other in a point-to-point producer–consumer fashion; every task acts both as a consumer (for an upstream task) and as a producer (for a downstream task); therefore, logical pipelines can be achieved by instantiating multiple cores. Synchronization is needed in every task to check the availability of input data and of output space before attempting data transfers. To guarantee data integrity, semaphores are provided. A semaphore is a special binary-valued memory-mapped device for which test and set functionality is provided in hardware. Therefore, an RD returns the semaphore state and, if the semaphore is currently “unlocked”, also changes its state to “locked.” By checking the return value of the RD, the master issuing the command can decide if the locking was successful or if the semaphore had already been locked by another task. The unlocking can be performed with an explicit WR command of the “unlock” value. In the poll application, the consumer checks a semaphore before accessing producer output. If the semaphore is found locked upon the first read, the application reacts with a continuous polling strategy, whereby it regularly issues read events until, eventually, the semaphore is found unlocked. Since the transactions occur over a shared interconnect, the unlock event (in this case, the WR issued by IP#1) and the success of the next request (RD event by IP#2) are interdependent.

In the figure, only if the IP#2 RD event is issued at least $t_{\text{nwk}} + t_{\text{unlock}}$ after the unlocking by IP#1, then IP#2 will be granted the semaphore, and additional polling events will not be required. Therefore, depending on network properties, a variable amount of transactions might be observed at the ports of the IP cores. This demonstrates that the “time-shifting” behavior introduced before is not sufficient when
multimaster systems are taken into account. The arbitration for resources in such designs is timing- and, thus, architecture-dependent.

Requirement #2: The state of the shared resources needs to be tracked. For emulation purposes, the semaphore locations must be known and monitored, and the devices must make use of this information to adjust their execution flows.

C. System-Initiated Communication

System-initiated communication toward a processor is generally performed by means of interrupts, and an OS is in charge of the handling. In reacting to the interrupt, however, the degree of interaction between the OS and the application can vary noticeably. We present here three examples, which are representative of a vast class of execution flows. The RIPE model we will propose can capture all the dynamics of these test cases, given proper insight into the mechanics of the applications and the OS.

As a first example [Fig. 3(c)], we create a test application ("multi") where timer-generated interrupts are used to drive the OS scheduler. In this case, only the OS is aware of the interrupts, while the user tasks are transparently paused and resumed while executing a single stream of operations. In our application, we introduce two tasks per processor, having unbalanced bandwidth needs; therefore, every interrupt causes an abrupt shift in traffic workload for the interconnect.

In a second example [Fig. 3(d)], the "IO" application is composed of a main execution task and of a driver for an input/output (I/O) device; the latter is in charge of responding to interrupts sent by the hardware device. The driver operation is bandwidth-intensive, causing traffic spikes on the interconnect.

A third test case ("pipe") features the same logical behavior of the "poll" example shown above, which is a pipeline of multimedia processing tasks, but leverages interrupts instead of polling to reduce the congestion on the interconnect and the energy waste upon synchronization points (see Fig. 4). This scenario features a very tight coupling between the application and the interrupt handling; for example, upon an unsuccessful lock acquisition by a consumer, the application interacts with the OS to be descheduled and to be resumed only upon the next interrupt event, which will flag the availability of new data. On the other hand, if the lock is immediately available, the application proceeds directly. Interrupts may be ignored if they are issued ahead of time, i.e., if the notification of new data availability arrives before the consumer is ready to process a new message.

As can be seen, modeling these applications and their impact on interconnect performance is not trivial, presenting a major hazard for any traffic-emulation device. A complete emulation of the hardware and software stacks is needed to properly determine the traffic behavior at the IP core pin-out boundary.

Requirement #3: In presence of interrupt facilities and of an OS, the execution of every application task, of the OS kernel, and of interrupt handlers must be independently identified and modeled. This can be achieved by tracking the occurrence time of interrupt events and application resumptions. The traffic emulator should then be able to model the IP core behavior independently from the interrupt occurrence time.

D. Timing Dependency of Applications

So far, we have evaluated the implications of different MPSoC traffic categories. These requirements are not derived in an ad hoc fashion but are representative of typical timing-sensitive real-life applications [33], such as multimedia-stream processing, time-slicing mechanisms in OS schedulers, and I/O device handling. In such applications, the overall performed computation does not change depending on the order of arrival of external events. Therefore, while an execution trace of these examples show widely varying traffic patterns depending on external timings, the major computation blocks are still recognizable. Even though applications with even more timing-dependent behavior do exist, modeling them would require an intratask notion of context switching. At this stage, we believe that the complexity of such an effort for a whole MPSoC, in a generic way, would be excessive and, anyway, unsuited for a black-box component such as the RIPE intends to be.

III. RIPE Model and Implementation

In this section, we describe a particular implementation of the RIPE concept based on an ISA, which is capable of fulfilling the above presented requirements of reactive behavior.

A. RIPE ISA

Applications such as those outlined in Section II can be emulated either within a behavioral/transaction-level module or with an ISA-based device. While our RIPE model and the supporting tool chain (Section V) could also be targeted at the deployment of behavioral models, we choose to develop an ISA-based RIPE implementation, and we describe it in SystemC [2]. While the behavioral model may have a slight advantage in simulation speed over a programmable device, it also requires a recompilation of the simulation platform every time the application to be modeled changes. During design exploration, such a step would be required to study multiple applications on the same platform. A programmable model, with a fixed emulation device and user-written programs, avoids this time-consuming operation, introducing, instead, a simple
programming-language paradigm. The designer may not even need to use the language at all when using automatic translation of the traffic specification into a RIPE program, as outlined in Section V. Furthermore, a future goal of our project is to build test chips containing interconnect prototypes. The ISA-based approach is very attractive for this purpose, because it can naturally map onto a hardware device to inject traffic on test chips. In [16], the potential of this type of architecture has already been shown within a field-programmable gate-array (FPGA)-based emulation platform. Compared to current ISA-based emulation and simulation approaches (using tens of test chips). In [16], the potential of this type of architecture has already been shown within a field-programmable gate-array (FPGA)-based emulation platform. Compared to current ISA-based emulation and simulation approaches (using tens of test chips).

The RIPE is implemented as a nonpipelined processor with a very simple instruction set, as listed in Table I. Its external interface. Hardware interrupts are available on the side-band SInterrupt of the OCP interface, and an internal SInterrupt register. The RIPE model instantly reacts to unmasked hardware or software interrupts by loading the next task to be loaded and run on the RIPE device out of the available task pool. Register 3 allows the RIPE program to assert “software interrupts.” The RIPE model instantly reacts to unmasked hardware or software interrupts by loading the next task to be loaded and run on the RIPE device out of the available task pool. Register 3 allows the RIPE program to assert “software interrupts.”

TABLE I
RIPE INSTRUCTION SET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read(AddrReg)</td>
<td>Read from an address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write(AddrReg, DataReg)</td>
<td>Write to an address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BurstRead(AddrReg, CountReg)</td>
<td>Burst read from address set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BurstWrite(AddrReg, DataReg, CountReg)</td>
<td>Burst write to address set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flow Control Instructions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>if (arg1, arg2, operand)</td>
<td>Branch on condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump(label)</td>
<td>Branch direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle(counter)</td>
<td>Wait for given no of cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetRegister(reg, value)</td>
<td>Set register (load immediate)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
RIPE SPECIAL REGISTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Register</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interrupt Registers:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IntpMaskReg</td>
<td>Masks or unmasks interrupts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TaskIDReg</td>
<td>Stores a task ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SWIntpReg</td>
<td>Sends a software interrupt from the program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Registers:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RDRReg</td>
<td>Stores the data value returned by a Read(AddrReg) instruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

computation periods with idle waits. Within the register file, most registers are general purpose (typically used to set address and data values for OCP transactions), and their number can be configured. Some registers are designated as special purpose. For example, since, in specific-flow control scenarios, the data returned by a Read command must be available for evaluation (e.g., in case of semaphore checks), the RIPE device provides in Register 4 the response to the preceding read. Table II shows all designated special purpose registers.

Of the interrupt-related registers, Register 2 is used to (un)mask critical sections of the RIPE program from external system-issued interrupts. For example, as shown in pipe (Fig. 4), the interrupts are only enabled after the task has suspended, while they are masked during normal operation. Register 3 can be programmed to hold the task ID of the next task to be loaded and run on the RIPE device out of the available task pool. Register 5 allows the RIPE program to assert “software interrupts.” The RIPE model instantly reacts to unmasked hardware or software interrupts by loading the program and register set corresponding to the next task to be emulated, which is identified by Register 3. The usage of the special registers will be shown in Section III-B.

B. Programming Language and Assembler

To better understand the programming model of the RIPE device, Fig. 5 presents the main structure of a program to model the IO application introduced in Section II. Statements starting with a semicolon (;) are inline comments.

The RIPE program starts with a header describing the core and the task identifier: MASTER[⟨coreID⟩, ⟨taskID⟩]. All of the tasks running on any given IP core are described within a single program, so that there is one program per RIPE device. A RIPE program can contain one or more task description. Recall that IO models an application with a linear program flow, which can be suspended by the OS to process I/O interrupts. Therefore, two tasks are described: task #0 (the main application) and task #1 (the interrupt handler) within the same master IP (core ID 1).

The next few statements express initialization of the register file for this task. Unique labels should be used for register names/tags. This allows correct initialization and easy identification of the registers within the program. For task #0, the main body of the RIPE program, in which the execution flow is linear, is composed of sequences of reads and writes interleaved with register accesses (mostly, to set up transaction addresses...
Flow-control instructions might be inserted where appropriate but are not needed for this application. Note the initialization of interrupt-related registers at the top of task #0; upon a hardware interrupt, the RIPE swaps the context to the task having the ID provided in TaskIDReg, i.e., to task #1 (the I/O interrupt handler). Since task #0 can be suspended by the OS to process I/O interrupts, IntrpMaskReg is set as unmasked, allowing for such suspension.

The OS-driven context-switch traffic and the I/O-handler routine are programmed in task #1. Within the interrupt routine (starting with label IntrptHandler), which is the critical section of the flow, interrupts are disabled (first instruction of the task body). At the end of the flow, a software interrupt is artificially triggered to restore the normal program flow to task #0. Upon another hardware interrupt in the main task, the interrupt-handler routine will be executed again from the top. The flow therefore mimics Fig. 3(d).

Fig. 5. RIPE program for the IO application.

The RIPE program containing the aforementioned instructions must be transformed into a binary file for use within the RIPE device. An assembler tool takes care of this step, with a one-to-one correspondence between program instructions and binary opcodes. Within the binary, the individual task sections are appended in the order of their task ID. A header with a small-task lookup table is prepended.

During the setup phase, the RIPE device loads the binary and based on the information encoded at the start of the binary file, determines the number of tasks and the amount of program memory and the register file size to be allocated to each one.

IV. GENERATING RIPE PROGRAMS

In this section, we outline three ways of transforming application requirements into RIPE programs. One of the techniques will be discussed in detail to show feasibility of RIPE as a simulation aid and to create a validation environment for the RIPE-device accuracy.

A. Trace Parsing and Replay

In this scenario, as is shown in Fig. 1, the availability of a preexisting model for the IP under study is assumed. Here, the RIPE program generation goes through two steps. First, a reference simulation is performed by using the available IP models, and an execution trace for each IP master in the system is collected. The trace is a very straightforward log of events on the OCP pin out; entries include requests, responses, and interrupts, all of which are annotated with timestamps. A sample-trace snippet is presented in Fig. 7(a). Second, the trace is parsed with an offline tool. The output of the tool is the desired RIPE program. The resulting program is coded to behave exactly as the original IP model in the native system and to behave as the core would do when plugged to a different interconnect. This program is now ready to be used for cycle-accurate interconnect design-space exploration with extremely realistic test traffic.

This type of flow is useful whenever the preexisting IP model is not available, due to licensing or technical issues, for the next coexploration phase. In this case, the RIPE can provide a quick functional yet cycle-accurate port of the IP model to an MPSoC interconnect. Even if the IP model is available, a simulation speedup can be achieved without significant losses of accuracy (Section VI). The offline-parsing tool must, of course, have some knowledge about the traced application in order to correctly analyze and rearrange execution traces into RIPE programs. While this effort is not trivial, it is feasible and provides a path for validation of the presented RIPE device in a complete cycle-accurate flow, as described in Section V.

B. Trace Editing

In a related scenario, an IP model might be available, but it may differ with some respect from the IP that will eventually be deployed in the SoC device. In this scenario, the RIPE may be used to approximate the IP, as shown in Fig. 2. The approximation may be introduced by trace editing, for example,
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by changing the number of bus transaction or the delay between transactions to model a cache subsystem. In this scenario, overall cycle accuracy with respect to the eventual system is, of course, not guaranteed. However, the RIPE will still be able to react with cycle accuracy to any optimization in the SoC interconnect. Provided that the transaction patterns are kept close to the ones of the target IP core, the approach will result in valuable guidelines.

C. Direct Development

Finally, RIPE programs can be written from scratch without reference IP traces. In this case, the flexible RIPE instruction set allows one for a full-featured traffic-generation system. The availability of built-in flow-control management lets the designer implement the same synchronization patterns, which are present in real-world applications (see Section III). Additionally, the application chunks enclosed within synchronization points can quickly be rendered by exploiting the flexible-loop structures provided by the RIPE ISA, thus providing capabilities at least on par with those of traditional stochastic traffic-generator implementations, as shown in [10], [16], and [19]. In the very first stages of development, the RIPE can also be deployed as a validation tool to check the correct functionality of the interconnect under the load of the supported transaction types. An alternate possibility, as demonstrated in [18], is using the RIPE as an interface between formal and simulation models in a hybrid environment. Here, the RIPE programs are written based on guidelines provided by the arrival curves obtained by formal-analysis methods. These programs are then used to generate communication events for the simulation environment. Thus, the versatility of our RIPE flow allows for deployment in a number of situations.

V. RIPE AS A SIMULATION AID

As an example of RIPE functionality, we now adopt the flow presented in Section IV-A to show its feasibility and to create a validation environment for the RIPE device accuracy.

A. Reference MPSoC System

For validation purposes, the RIPE model is integrated into the MPARM [22] reference system. MPARM is a homogeneous multiprocessor instruction-set simulation platform with a configurable number of processors as IP masters with private and shared memories and semaphore and interrupt devices. It also contains a port of Real-Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems [3]—a real-time OS. The IP cores can be plugged onto one of several interconnect architectures, such as AMBA [7], STBus [29], and ×pipes [12]. The use of the OCP v2.0 protocol at the interfaces between the IP cores and the interconnect allows for easy exchange of native cores with RIPE blocks (Fig. 1). To record execution traces, the OCP interface modules within the MPARM system (the network interfaces in the case of ×pipes and the AMBA AHB bus master) were adapted to collect traces of OCP requests, responses, and interrupt events in a predefined file format (.trc).

It is worth stressing that modeling the communication patterns described in Section II is not trivial. The amount of annotations that can be extracted from the application and its traces reflects the programmer’s degree of knowledge and access to the application-synchronization schemes, to the interrupt routines, and to the OS internals.

B. Trace to RIPE Program

The RIPE validation flow is illustrated in Fig. 6. During the reference simulation, traces are collected from all OCP interfaces in the system. The address and (if any) data fields of the transactions are also observed. Trace entries may contain one of many transaction types: single or burst read/write requests, assertion of hardware interrupt, arrival of response, etc. Fig. 7(a) shows an example trace.
The next step is to convert the traces into corresponding RIPE programs (.rip). The offline translator tool outputs symbolic code; Fig. 7(b) shows the RIPE program derived from traces in Fig. 7(a). The automated algorithm in the conversion flow is capable of detecting and capturing many synchronization behaviors, without the need for the designer to handle them manually. We will explain the translator operation in Section V-C together with details regarding the required application insight, which is readily available to the designer. Finally, the assembler tool is used to convert the symbolic RIPE program into a binary image (.bin), which can be loaded into the RIPE instruction memory and executed. The entire flow is fully automated, and the time taken for this process is discussed in Section VI.

C. Automated Translation of IP Traces Into RIPE Programs

As discussed in Section II, some prior knowledge about the MPSoC system used in the reference simulation is required to accurately program the RIPE device. Apart from the sequence of transaction requests and responses, the following is a list of information needed for correct operation of the translator:

1) the global identifier of the IP core in the system;
2) the clock period of the IP core;
3) the addressing ranges representing semaphore (pollable) resources;
4) the timestamp of interrupt events;
5) the timestamp of the return from an interrupt-handling routine;
6) the timestamp of a spontaneous request for descheduling by an application.

The first three pieces of information are readily available design specifics and are encoded in the trace filename; the rest are explicitly or implicitly (provided some knowledge of the application functions) present within the trace file. For example, incoming interrupts are detected on the OCP pin out and explicitly recorded in the trace. On the other hand, returns from interrupt-handling routines must be located implicitly by detecting known behavior, such as a specific memory access at the end of the handler or at the return point in the main code.

We use the system traces given in Fig. 7(a) as an example source for transformation into a RIPE program and the result is in Fig. 7(b). Let the clock period be 5 ns and the semaphore location be 0x000000ff. As shown in Fig. 7(b) and described in Section III-B, the RIPE program starts with the typical core identifiers. Register RDReg is defined as the name of the special register where the value of read transactions is stored (Table II).

At the beginning of the trace file, the first communication request, a read (RD), occurs at 55 ns, meaning that the RIPE has to wait 11 (55/5) cycles before issuing this transaction. Therefore, an idle wait is observed in the RIPE program. When parsing this trace statement, the translator collects the RD address and initializes one of the registers marked as available in the register table (tagged as addr or for setting up a new pair of registers). An ensuing Idle wait is added to fill the gap, then the wr instruction is appended.

This translation process continues until the trace entry at time 210 ns, when the semaphore address is encountered. By identifying the address as belonging to a semaphore location and knowing the polling behavior of the original IP core, the translator inserts the Semchk label and an If conditional statement. This statement checks whether the read value is equal to “1,” which reflects an unlocked semaphore. This loop effectively models the semaphore polling behavior. The semaphore address and expected unlock value are set up prior to the loop label to avoid repeated initialization, thus allowing for continuous polling at the maximum frequency rate for unlimited periods. Idle waits can obviously be added in the loop should the original IP core have a low-frequency polling behavior. All master devices attempting to access this semaphore incorporate the same routine in their RIPE program, thus capturing the system dynamics to meet the Requirement #2.

Within the translator, a register-allocation algorithm correctly sets up all the required data in registers before the OCP or the flow-control instructions that need them are scheduled for execution. It is possible that streams of closely packed communication requests may leave few or no interleaved idle cycles available for preparing their address (and data, if any). In this case, the translation algorithm exploits the slack (idle-wait time) available further above in the transaction sequence for setting up register values ahead of time. However, in case of very long streams of back-to-back writes, a lack of free registers may occur. In this case, the size of the register file must be increased to avoid an accuracy loss due to hiccups in the sequence of writes. We expect the problem to occur with minimal frequency, as two idle cycles among transaction entries are enough to allow for streams of arbitrary length. The problem is of no importance in the context of a simulation RIPE device (as in this paper) but would have an area penalty in a hardware implementation.

D. Handling-Interrupt Reactiveness

For modeling interrupt routines and OS internals (Requirement #3), specific locations within the trace file, such as interrupt-handling-routine entry and exit points, have to be recognized by the translator tool to optimally insert the corresponding code as a task into the RIPE task pool. The trace files are always annotated with the time of occurrence of interrupt events. However, the exit points need to be carefully screened, since they depend on the degree of cooperation between the application and the OS.

Using the pipe example (Fig. 4), let us consider this aspect in more detail. Here, the task is explicitly interacting with the OS internals, as described in Section II. Usually, this interaction can be achieved by OS API calls, without direct access to the interrupt handler code, whose exit point is therefore assumed to be not accessible to the programmer. As a result, the only annotations of significance within the trace file are the synchronization points (semaphore checks) and the interrupt arrival time. The RIPE program thus mimics the flow shown in Fig. 4,
first by reading the semaphore location, then choosing to continue or suspend depending on the lock. Upon resumption by a hardware interrupt, a final (re-)check of the semaphore unlock is done to ensure safe task operation. In the RIPE program, this is realized via three tasks; the dotted lines in Fig. 4 mark their boundaries. The primary task represents the main application flow. The interrupts are masked here, as the application is insensitive to hardware interrupts unless in suspension state. If the semaphore is found locked, the flow is routed to load the OS routine, which leads the processor to an idle wait. The translator captures the chunk of trace after the semaphore check in an independent OS task, which always yields control to a third task consisting of an infinite loop of idle-wait instructions. The easily identifiable sequence of transactions between the eventual arrival of the hardware interrupt and the semaphore recheck is the OS wake-up routine to reschedule the suspended main program, and the translator appends it as a part of the OS task. In the RIPE program, hardware interrupts are used to wake up from the suspension state within OS routines, while software interrupts redirect the execution flow toward the main task. Note that \texttt{InterpMaskReg} is set to “masked” for the regular program and OS execution and is only unmasked within the suspension task.

After performing the translation described in this section and after RIPE-program assembling, a second set of simulations can be run on a platform with RIPE and a variety of interconnects, thereby evaluating performance of interconnect-design alternatives.

VI. Validation Results

The outcome of the validation process should show that the requirements outlined in Section II are sufficient to extract IP traffic patterns in a manner which is accurate yet independent of interconnect characteristics. For this purpose, we simulate different applications within the MPARM framework, first using the native [Advanced RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) Machines (ARM)] cores and then using the RIPE model, and compare the resulting benchmark statistics. We undertake this experiment for six benchmarks. Each is tested with 1–12 (1P–12P) system processors with cache (see Fig. 1) simultaneously plugged to the system interconnect. The aim is to ascertain the accuracy of the RIPE model, device, and translation framework when stressed by complex transaction patterns.

Five of the benchmarks are based on the examples introduced in Section II: \texttt{matrix}, \texttt{poll}, \texttt{multi}, \texttt{IO}, and \texttt{pipe}. One more application ("\texttt{cacheloop}") is added as a reference to make the validation more comprehensive. The application \texttt{cacheloop} is a dummy program, which continuously performs cache fetches. As such, it is generating no bus transactions, except for a few at boot and shutdown. It is intended as a metric of the maximum simulation-time speedup achievable by the replacement of IP cores with another simulation device.

In the first experiment, we only aim at validating the trace collection and translation. Fig. 8 outlines the process. We run the same benchmarks over two of the interconnects of MPARM, namely, AMBA AHB [1] and the \texttt{xpipes} [28] NoC. As expected, we measure very different execution times due to different interconnect features, and the execution traces reflect these differences. However, after translation, a check across .tpg programs shows no difference at all, because the network latency factor is completely abstracted from in the RIPE programs. As a consequence, a trace collected on one interconnect is indeed usable to generate a program to be run on another. This result validates our approach and strengthens the postulate of the requirements outlined in Section II, which decouples simulation of the IP cores and of the underlying interconnect.

We now proceed to measuring the accuracy of our design flow, i.e., how well the RIPE programs extracted from ARM execution traces match the original execution. Table III summarizes the results of simulations\(^1\) done on the AMBA AHB interconnect with ARM processors from MPARM and then with RIPE devices. The columns report the overall execution time of the benchmarks (in clock cycles) and the number of single-read (SR), single-write (SW), and burst-read (BR) transactions observed on the bus. The column “Inaccuracy” is a measure of the relative difference in simulated cycles and bus accesses when replacing ARM cores with RIPE devices.

The table shows that replacing ARM processors with RIPE devices yields excellent precision, with inaccuracies close to 0% in most cases, resulting in a faithful reproduction of the original execution flow and traffic pattern. The inaccuracies in the SR count and the execution time in \texttt{poll} are due to the compounding of minimal timing mismatches caused by the semaphore polling mechanism in RIPE programs. In the real system, the first few semaphore polls are found to occur at a slightly different rate than subsequent ones, due to assembler-level and caching effects. Eventually, polling occurs at periodic intervals. This initial timing mismatch is not captured in the RIPE model, which performs all polling loops at the asymptotic

---

1 Benchmarks taken on a Pentium 4 2.26 GHz with 1 GB of RAM. The absence of disk-swapping effects is checked during simulation. In particular, for benchmarks with a short duration, time measurements are taken by averaging over multiple runs, and care is put in minimizing disk-loading effects.
Fig. 9. RIPE versus MPARM speedup.

rate. This causes RIPE to be affected by a small timing skew, which impacts subsequent simulation.

The inaccuracies in interrupt-related benchmarks are due to minor issues in properly pinpointing different sections of OS code in the execution trace, as discussed before in Section V. The near-matching statistics, however, fully prove the role of the RIPE as a powerful design tool to mimic complex-application behavior in replacement of a real IP core.

Scalability tests, based on simulation time in seconds, performed by increasing the number of processors attached to the bus, exhibit two main different trends, as shown in Fig. 9. The cacheloop exhibits a fundamentally monotonic trend, showing the advantage of replacing a progressively increasing amount of system cores with a faster device model. Other benchmarks show a fundamentally constant figure, or an asymptotic increase (for example, matrix). This seemingly strange behavior can be explained as follows. An increase in the number of processors implies more traffic on the interconnect, thereby shifting the simulation load toward the interconnect model. At a certain point, the interconnect becomes completely saturated. In this condition, no further speedup is achievable because the simulation time of ARM processors is, anyway, mostly spent in idle waits for bus responses—leaving no room for improvement to RIPE devices, regardless of their efficiency. To support this analysis, we observe that the lowest speedup is achieved for pipe, which is also found to be the benchmark with the highest bandwidth requirements, and therefore, the highest load on the interconnect model. We would like to stress that, as the cacheloop demonstrates, this decrease in simulation speedup is not a shortcoming of our RIPE approach and is, instead, a direct consequence of benchmark and system behavior. In absolute terms, a gain of 1.75× to 3.53× is observed when running the benchmark code on RIPE devices as opposed to ARM processors, owing to the removal of the computation logic within cores. It is noteworthy that, even though speedup is not the primary objective of RIPE, it compares favorably to previous work in the area (a speedup of 1.55× is reported in [25]), particularly given the fact that it is achieved at the cycle-true level of abstraction.

The time penalty for trace collection is small and is incurred only once. For example, when running the relatively complex pipe benchmark on the AMBA interconnect with four ARM processors, a benchmark run augmented to collect reference traces takes 20 s, and subsequent translation and elaboration requires an additional 12 s for a 5.6-MB trace file. Only one such iteration is needed to validate the RIPE model and for subsequent design-space exploration. Additionally, since processed RIPE programs are identical regardless of the reference interconnect in which raw traces are collected, such a collection could be performed on top of a fast transactional interconnect model, further reducing the impact of the reference simulation.

VII. RIPE AS A DESIGN TOOL

To demonstrate the potential of RIPE as a coexploration tool, we look at a variant of the multi application, first discussed in Section II-C, in more detail. Specifically, we consider a
A five-processor bus-based system with one RIPE configured to act like a timer device. This core triggers the delivery of interrupts at regular intervals to the other four RIPE devices, which, as a result, switch among two tasks. The two tasks are tuned to have very different bandwidth requirements: One task performs matrix manipulations (MM) and heavily relies on data caches to minimize memory transactions, whereas the second task performs streams of writes (WS) to a memory attached to the bus. The WS task is very demanding on the interconnect and can easily saturate it, therefore impacting overall system performance. In MPARM, interrupts are triggered by writing to a specific address of a memory-mapped device; therefore, to trigger the interrupts that should come from a timer device, we write a small RIPE program issuing OCP writes at the right times. In turn, this is achieved by parameterized idle waits. Such a program is written in a dozen lines of RIPE code.

In this case study, using the RIPE, we test the behavior of this system for different interrupt delivery policies and study the resulting traffic profiles (Figs. 10–13). This type of exploration may be useful to schedule bus accesses for real-time tasks in critical systems. The traffic plots show the profile of the bus traffic over time, expressed as transferred data words over a time window of 2 µs.

In all the plots, until about the 6000-µs mark, the bus activity during the OS boot is observed. The boot activity is irregular but, on average, quite intensive in terms of required bandwidth, since all the processors are loading the OS and application instructions from the memory across the interconnect. After this mark, application code begins to be executed. In Fig. 10, a straightforward scheduling policy is used: A timer interrupt is sent to each core simultaneously, therefore causing all of the cores to switch among MM and WS at the same time. Since interrupts simultaneously reach all processors, all of them are in the same task group during any given time slice of execution. As expected, the bus load shifts depending on the task characteristics; the traffic profile exhibits a clear alternating pattern among two disproportionate usage values, with peaks above 130 and a floor of around 20 transactions per time window. The number of transitions between these two limits and the width of each peak correspond to the number of issued interrupt events and the interval between them (see Table IV). The tail of the plot is representing shutdown code and is not relevant.

Since excessive contention inflates the response latency of the bus, therefore decreasing performance, the traffic profile must be reshaped to decrease congestion. As is observed in
The use of IP emulation devices, such as traffic generators (TGs), is not new and several approaches and models have been proposed.

In [19], a stochastic TG model is used for the interconnect network; the IP behavior is statistically represented by means of uniform, Gaussian, or Poisson distributions. A similar approach in [32] uses random and semideterministic distributions. The IP model used for NoC optimization in [10] takes into account the nature of MPSoC traffic, such as real-time, short-data access, bursty, etc.; however, the injection rate is governed by statistical methods. In [31], an extra dimension of “self-similarity” is added to the stochastic model, which is argued to assist in precise characterization of multimedia traffic by examining the correlations in traffic traces at the macroblock level. Despite the refinements, the inherent probabilistic nature of the statistical approaches makes it less accurate, as each TG injects traffic in complete isolation from every other. As surveyed in [8], such stochastic models are widely popular for analysis of macronetworks, e.g., the Internet, that exhibit such behavior, which is, unfortunately, unlikely in an MPSoC environment.

A modeling technique which adds functional accuracy and causality is transaction-level modeling (TLM), which has been widely used for MPSoC design [11], [14], [17], [24], [25], [27]. In [24] and [25], TLM has been used for bus-architecture exploration. The communication is modeled as read and write transactions toward the bus. Depending on the required accuracy of the simulation results, timing information, such as bus arbitration delay, is annotated within the bus model. In [25], an additional layer called “Cycle Count Accurate at Transaction Boundary” is presented. Here, the transactions are issued at the same cycle as that observed in bus-cycle-accurate models. Intratransaction visibility is traded off for a simulation-speed gain. An average speedup of 1.55× is reported. While modeling the entire system at TLM, both [24] and [25] present a methodology for preserving accuracy with gain in simulation speed. Such models are efficient in capturing regular communication behavior, but the fundamental problem of capturing system unpredictability in the presence of OS and interrupts is not addressed.

In [22] (MPARM) and [15], complete cycle-true MPSoC systems including the full instruction set of the IP cores and the OS are described. This consequently impacts the simulation speed and the scalability of the system. Furthermore, the time required to investigate the performance impact of relatively minor changes in systems modeled in such a way often becomes major due to long implementation and simulation
times. However, as seen before, it presents an ideal tool for validation of our RIPE approach. To overcome the speedup limitation of such simulation-based approaches, an FPGA-based emulation platform has been proposed in [16]. However, the approach uses the stochastic or the trace-driven model to generate traffic, which, as addressed before, is not sufficiently accurate for MPSoC performance optimization. A transformation methodology of high-level simulation traces with cycle-true information from the target architecture, e.g., memory distribution and communication details, is presented in [20] and [21]. In [21], based on accurate information, different rules are specified for inserting and ordering synchronization events in the output-execution trace, while, in [20], a trace-based communication graph is adjusted with interconnect-specific details, such as connection-setup time, burst size, etc. The RIPE approach, in contrast, is to identify synchronization events based on system information and abstract it for communication refinement. As has been demonstrated, this has been successfully achieved for complex benchmarks with interrupts and OS. We believe that the RIPE model and the approach presented in [21] are complementary in addressing trace-based MPSoC analysis from functional to cycle-true abstraction.

In [26], a commercial TLM-based reactive-workload-generation framework is presented that is somewhat similar to our RIPE approach, wherein users can configure traffic patterns for handling synchronization and inter-IP events. Primitives for timing-dependent behavior are provided, so that the user can trigger actions which do not depend on application flows but on simulation time. The RIPE approach, however, supports multithreading, which is required for interrupt-driven OS context switches, and traffic generation at multiple levels of abstraction, including a cycle- and bit-true environment.

Other commercial efforts also exist, including the OpenVERA [30] language and tool chain, that model concurrence and synchronization. However, our approach is focused on maximum accuracy of results, while OpenVERA is mostly focused on the verification issue, providing a flow from higher abstraction levels to RTL.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we identified the requirements to split the design of computation and communication entities in an MPSoC design. Modeling requirements derive from real-life applications, and they represent complex execution scenarios, including an OS layer and asynchronous interrupt-based synchronization. The key piece of the puzzle can be identified in reactiveness to external events and system state. The RIPE device presented here and its programming interface provide support for the identified scenarios of traffic modeling and generation. Unlike traditional or commercial approaches, extensive support for multithreading is provided, and via flow-control instructions, it is possible to model a large and representative class of traffic types observed in MPSoCs. We have shown the usefulness of the RIPE device within different coexploration domains, either to replace existing IP cores in new domains or to provide emulation of IP cores that are under development or, even yet, to be designed. Experimental results show excellent accuracy figures when validating the RIPE against a reference system and a respectable gain in simulation speed when taking into account previous literature and the cycle-accurate abstraction level. A case study is supplied to show the usefulness of RIPE in a design-space-exploration context. Future work may include carrying the current RIPE design toward silicon for on-chip traffic generation and toward behavioral models for extra simulation speedups.
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